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Item: 1G “Christmas Dreams”
A gift basket of Christmas fabric samples and a couple of patterns.

Item 2G “Thimbleberries Tidbits”
A gift basket (box) of Thimbleberries fabrics in various sizes.

Item: 4G “Spool Doll with Fabric”

Item: 5G

Gift basket with larger cuts of fabric, fat quarters, doll, and journal.

A gift basket that has two layer
cakes, a full size quilt kit, more
patterns and fabrics.

“Elm Creek”

Item 3G “Stars Above”
A gift basket of star themed
items; fabrics, patterns, and
quilt blocks.

Item: 6G “For the Young and
Young at Heart”
Gift basket with Reading Pillow, a
layer cake, miniature Tailor Shop
kit, quilt kit, fabrics, patterns, etc.

Item: 8G “Minkee Fun”

Item: 9G “Hefty Halves”

Approx 10 different prints of
various sizes.

A bundle of 25 half yard cuts of
Autumn batiks from Hoffman.

Item: 11G “Blues & Teals”

Item: 12G “Bag of Batiks”

Gift box of primarily green, teal,
and blue fabric samples..

An assortment of batik fabric
samples.

Item: 13G “Judaic fabrics”

Item: 14G “Coffee Roaster”

Item: 15G “Relaxation”

Gift basket of 9 different prints
along with goodies from the
local Pomegranate guild.

A gift basket donated by Shelburne Coffee Roaster. Includes a
gift card..

A gift basket filled with items to
help you relax after a long day
of sewing!.

Item: 7G “Singer Ultralock
Serger”
Includes threads, owner’s manual, power cord and foot pedal.

Item: 10G “Batik Pillow and
batik rolls
Gift basket of batik fabric samples and a batik pillow.

Item: 18G “Pre-Cut Rect”

Item: 16G “I {heart} you”

Item: 17G “Pre-Quilted
Squares”

Gift basket of heart themed
pillows, fabrics, kits, patterns,
notions, etc.

Two boxes of pre-quilted squares
with pattern for quilt as you go.

Item: 19G “PatchAbilities”

Item: 20G “Plaid Flannel”

A year of Patch Abilities patterns. Each measures 12” x 14”
to fit on a stand.

This is a roll of plaid Mammouth
flannel fabric samples. Each
piece is approx. 6” x 8”.

Item: 21G “Brother machine”
Brother VX-1120. Includes
owner’s manual, accessories,
bobbin holder, power cord &
foot pedal.

Item: 22G “Flannel Kit”
This project box includes all the
fabrics to make a flannel kit.
Picture included but no directions,. (Easy to figure out)

Item: 23G “Repro Basket”

Item: 24G “Child’s Machine”

A gift basket that includes fabric,
patterns, quilt top, 102 hourglass
blocks, and a book.

A child’s sewing machine. Includes owner’s manual, and accessories.

A tote bag of hundreds of precut rectangles with a sample
block to be made.

